THE OPENING
STATEMENT
of those who are supposed to
remain silent

THE PROBLEM WITH THE BLANKET ASSUMPTION THAT EVERYONE
CONVICTED OF MURDER IS INCORRIGIBLE Lamont Heard
A person convicted under Michigan Compiled Laws (MCL) 750.316,
First-Degree Murder Statute, is automatically sentenced to life without the
possibility of parole. Such a sentence
is meant to keep society safe from the
offender committing another violent
crime against a citizen of the state.
Thus, included in the sentence is the
assertion that the offender will in fact
commit another crime. The sentence
is society’s statement that the offender that committed the crime cannot be
rehabilitated and a productive member of society. There is a problem
with this blanket policy—that being
the blanket assumption that everyone
convicted under the statute is incorrigible.
Not everyone convicted of first-degree murder is incorrigible. There
are two basic reasons why a person is
convicted of first-degree murder. The
first factor is the circumstances of the
crime. Some offenders actually plot

out their crimes in cold blood, thus,
this would make a person eligible to
be charged with premeditated murder. The other less known factor is
the prosecutor’s attitude of the offender when making the decision what to
charge. If certain factors are present
in a murder beyond the actual crime,
the prosecutor automatically wants to
charge the highest possible offense in
order to remove from society a certain segment of people forever. Those
factors being: If the crime is drug- or
gang-related, poverty, a crime against
a prominent member of the community, and the age and skin color of the
offender and victim.
According to research from The Sentencing Project, there are 5137 prisoners in the Michigan Department
of Corrections serving sentences of
either life with eligibility of parole
(LWP) and life without the possibility of parole (LWOP). Of both populations Blacks make up 3329, or 64.8%.
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This is a salient example of how prosecutors view the corrigibility of Black
offenders. This plays into stereotypes
about Blacks: being less intelligent,
super-predators and incorrigible.
Yet those factors outside of the crime
are mostly transient, other than race.
If you walk into a prison or know
someone in prison and you did not
know what they were in prison for,
you would be surprised to learn that a
decade or more ago, that person committed a murder. These persons have
distinguished themselves from the
hardened criminals and despite their
sentence, they constantly work on improving themselves, with dissipating
hope of ever returning home. Moreover, what distinguishes them from
other offenders is that they become
tutors, clerks, instructors, peace mediators, and mentors that help other
offenders return home to be productive members of society. Thus, the
sentence no longer fits the offender.
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THE CLOSING ARGUMENT Rev’s Solution
Why shouldn’t prisoners have the
right to vote?
In 1873, in an argument for women’s
right to vote, Susan B. Anthony admonished,
“The moment you deprive
a person of his right to a
voice in the government,
you degrade him (or her)
from the status of a citizen
of the republic to that of a
subject . . . helpless, powerless, bound to obey laws
made by superiors.”
Are we, as prisoners, any less?
I believe freedom of speech and the
right to vote are cornerstones of our
society and the First and Fourteenth
Amendments protect these rights,
even though I am told, “Just watch
what you say.” My words are fueled on
the tinder of the likes of political prisoners such as the great Bobby Sands
who led mass starvation protests in
order to shed light on the world stage
concerning the cruel and inhumane
treatment of Irish political prisoners.
This eventually lead to his own death
by starvation.
This is my chance to fire the blood of
ordinary men and women with ambitions. I can only hope that my words
become infectious and intractable, as
they are conducive to change and creative study. These words are a tool for
self-teaching and a beacon for new
approaches in changing oppressive
and tyrannical abuses in our system
of government, offering alternative
ways to defend and approach serious challenges facing us in this age of
“prisons for profit”.

Denying prisoners the right to vote
disproportionately affects African
Americans thereby 1) violating the
Privileges and Immunities Clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment; and
2) abridging the Equal Protections
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment,
due to the racial demographics of our
criminal justice system. Thus, violating Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act
of 1965 by burdening minority voters’
ability to participate effectively in
Michigan’s political process.
For instance, though not a delineated
right per se, the Federal Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit has readily acknowledged the general right to
vote implicit in our constitutional system (Mixon v. State of Ohio, 193 F. 3d
389, 402 [6th Cir. 1999]). As a consequence, this “precious” and “fundamental” right is afforded special
protection by the courts (Harper v.
Virginia State Board of Elections, 383
US 663, 670, [1996]), as voting is of
the most fundamental significance under our constitutional structure. See
also Burdick v. Takushi, 504 US 428,
433 (1992).
Interestingly, to establish the extent
to which a challenged regulation burdens First and Fourteenth Amendments, the courts must first identify
the character and magnitude of the
burden on prisoners as a result of the
challenged regulation.
In Michigan, despite being suspended
during incarceration, a felon’s right to
vote is automatically restored once
incarceration has ended. See United
States v. Dahms, 938 F. 2d 131 (9th
Cir. 1991); United States v. Driscoll,
970 F. 2d 1472 (6th Cir. 1992);
MCL 168.7586; MCL 168.938; MCL
600.1307a. Only two states, Maine
and Vermont, specifically allow people who are serving prison or jail sentences to vote. Why should Michigan
become the third to allow prisoners to
vote?

With increasing frequency, the judiciary has erected major hurdles related to a prisoner’s constitutional right
of access to the courts, Christopher v.
Harbury, 536 US 403 (2002) (requiring a specific showing of actual prejudice or litigation related detriment).
True, the high court previously recognized that “the right to file for legal
redress in the courts is as valuable
to a prisoner as any other citizen. Indeed, for the prisoner it is more valuable. Inasmuch as one convicted of a
serious crime and imprisoned usually
is divested of the franchise, the right
to file a court action stands . . . as
his (or her) most fundamental political right, because preservative of all
rights” (Hudson v. McMillion, 503 US
1, 15 [1992]). Yet, the right of access
to the court is largely extinct. Therefore, prisoners’ only real recourse is
bringing change by participating in
the political process, and becoming a
voice to be heard. After all,
“incarcerated people are
still citizens and should not
be denied the ability to participate in the democratic
process. Restoring this fundamental right lowers the
risk of recidivism, promoting
public safety as well as upholding principles of democracy and universal suffrage.”
See sources: Californians United for
a Responsible Budget (CURB) Amber
Rose, “The Case for Allowing Felons
to Vote,” by Daniel Nichanian, New
York Times op ed., February 22, 2018;
“Advocates Start Campaign to End
Felony Disenfranchisement in California,” Disenfranchisement News, The
Sentencing Project.
As a prisoner, you are disenfranchised
and you must become a juggler, a legal fighter, and a diplomat. You must
be willing to make sacrifices, and
be determined to effectuate change
individually and collectively. What
intrigues me is not just the nuts and
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THE CLOSING ARGUMENT Continued from Page 2
bolts of the law; it is the distance between law and equal protection of the
law for prisoners and the willingness
of the Bench and Bar to look the other
way.
As recognized by the United States
Eastern District Court in Stermer v.
Warren, 360 F Supp. 3d 639, 658659 (E.D. Mich. 2018),
“The practices on display
(in our Michigan courtrooms) have become so
widely used that the participants who are presumed to be competent
counsel, largely consider
the practices to be tolerable. To prevent this
pattern of misconduct
and ensure protection of
the rights of the accused,
all
participants
must
recognize that the common
is not acceptable. The
Bench and Bar bear the
responsibility for taking
action against threats to the
administration of justice.”

I believe we can inspire men and
women, and I believe we can change
the law; against the odds we can garner national attention, and win.
Granted, these are the type of cases
lawyers don’t want; strange cases,
unwinnable cases that require a new
slant on odd laws, we need to become
the weapon of last resort. The last
disenfranchised class who can shock
the legal world, open the floodgates of
social justice fed by deep popular well
springs, and begin to address a lot of
inequities not being heard because of
the inability to be heard by the state
and federal government via the political process.
In summary, it is my hope that my
words will have a fertilizing influence
that precipitates the sprouting of various forms of opposition to the status
quo.

When the sparks of liberty, justice
and equality are fanned, they become
tinder on a dead piece of wood. Soon,
the people wake up and understand
we are fighting a people’s war, and we
nourish the seeds of disenfranchisement, not submitting to a body that
has become increasingly hostile, incompetent, irresponsible and corrupt,
never seeking power on any other
terms than those on which we accept,
as a servant of the people. And this
is the concept of natural law (the belief that certain principles of right and
justice transcend the laws of mere humans) which was clearly established
in American thinking, including Jefferson’s statement, for instance, in
the immortal declaration that people
“are endowed by their Creator with
inalienable rights.”
Our generation has the right and duty
to pry away the dead hand of the past,
start with a clean slate, and vote.

We need to see things differently.
The law often has to be stretched to
fit higher principles of justice, and
self-sacrifice must be on the table.
Very little in the law is black and
white, and there is a lot of gray which,
for a legal crusader, means there is
potentially a lot of flexibility to get
our voices heard in the courts so as
to interpret the law in more expansive
ways. It is easier to follow the status
quo than to confront and challenge it
as freedom fighters would, nevertheless, social justice crusades like the
ones I am advocating have the ability to make real reforms in our grossly corrupt and unfair criminal justice
system.
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JPAY PREYS ON PASSIVE KNEE-GROWS Randal LeFevre
INTRO
This op-ed identifies painful truths
about how prisoners and their family
and friends have been castrated by a
3 year 9 month contract entered between The State of Michigan and prison tech giant JPay.1 Said contract has
been valued to make $5,183,376.20.2
But fear not, with pain comes dissatisfaction as well as an opportunity for
change.
1. PASSIVE NEGROES OF
TIMES PAST ARE THE SAME
AS MODERN DAY PASSIVE
KNEE-GROWS
Notice that the word “Knee-Grows”
sounds identical to “Negroes.” In
times past, passive Negroes were
content to forever sit at the feet of
their predatory slave master. Passive
Negroes did not question, investigate,
or challenge their slave master. Nor
did the passive Negroes attempt to
change the mindset of fellow slaves.
Now-a-days, passive Knee-Grows do
the same thing. They are content to live
on their knees. Some might say, “Hey,
I’m not a Negro. I’m White, I’m Black,
Latino, Asian, etc.” But one’s heritage
makes no difference. If they refuse to
question, investigate, or challenge their
slave master, or attempt to change the

mindset of fellow slaves, then they are
modern day passive Knee-Grows.
2. JPAY IS A FINANCIAL
PREDATOR WHO
CONTRACTS WITH SLAVE
OWNERS
European slave masters acquired Africans through various methods and
evolved the science of slavery for the
purpose of amassing great wealth at
the unfair expense of others. In 1865,
the US Constitution’s 13th Amendment condemned slavery except as
punishment for a crime.3 Federal
statute also condemned slavery and
financial exploitation.4 However, prisoners are fair game for exploitation
because according to the above laws,
they are slaves.
JPay is price gouging prisoner slaves
by contracting directly with slave
owners; state depts of correction,
jails, and private prisons.5 As a result, JPay is amassing wealth at the
unfair expense of modern day slaves
(prisoners). JPay evolved the science
of slavery by extending the financial
noose to the prisoner’s family and
friends. It’s no wonder that a 2012
Bloomberg Business Week article
was titled, “JPay, the Apple of the
prison system.”6

Basic services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

JP5 tablets ($39.99)
tablet accessories ($2.50-$30)
money transfers ($4.15 to send $20)
e-messages (20₵ - 25₵)
paper photos (10₵ - 50₵)
video visits (up to $19 per hour)
video games ($1.99-$19.99)
music ($1.06 song min - $39.99 album
max)
movies ($1.29 - $99)
e-books (99₵)
vendor catalog processing (50₵ per
order)
debit release card (up to 40% of value
on the card)

But each slave owner determines
which services are available to their
slaves.7
Prices are inflated, vary state to state,
and even go up during holiday seasons in some states.8 Michigan slave
owners receive a minimum of 10%
on most services and products, and
money transfers, and this money goes
to a prisoner benefit fund.9 Michigan
prisoners send 800,000 to 1,000,000
emails through JPay per month.10As
of Jan 2017, funds related to money
transfers alone generated $99.2 Million. These contracts are a win-win
for both JPay and slave owners, that’s
why JPay and GTL gave free tablets
to 52,000 NY prisoners, expecting to
profit $9 Million in 5 years.11 And that

1    JPay is a for-profit prison tech subsidiary of Securus. JPay headquarters were formed in NY 2002, relocated to Miami 2009, and has
been in Miramar, FL since 2011.
2    State of Michigan and JPay contract 071b7700058 (@pg 1 of 130 pgs) which is effective 2/01/2017 to 10/31/2020.
3    U.S. Constitution, 13th Amendment.
4    Federal statute 18 USCA 1584 prohibits slavery and involuntary servitude which includes physical bondage, free labor, or coercion for
the benefit of another.
5    https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JPay
6    Nick Leiber (Sept 12, 2012) “JPay, the Apple of the US Prison System” (http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-08-14/the-appleof-the-u-dot-s-dot-prison-system) Bloomberg Business Week.
7    State of Michigan & JPay contract 071B7700058 (@pg 67 of 130 pgs). Even though the MI/JPay contract agrees to vendor catalog
processing, MI hasn’t implemented it yet. And MI doesn’t offer video visitation, movies, or debit release cards.
8    Victoria Law (Aug 3, 2018) “Captive Audience: How Companies Make Millions Charging Prisoners To Send An Email” (Wired.com) which
shows the regular 35₵ fee in one state was raised to 47₵ around Mother’s Day.
9    JPay creates a monopoly by offering the Nationwide Procurement a standard contract which allows all slave owners to receive approximately 10% (Statewide Master Service Agreement For Services Of Independent Contractor- §10. Consideration). Also see (State of
Michigan & JPay contract 071b7700058 @ pg 2 of 130 pgs) which shows Michigan slave owners get 10% on everything.
10    See Above Ftn #8- (Victoria Law) which shows 800,000+ daily emails.
11    Michael Waters (Aug 10, 2018) “The Outrageous Scam of Free Tablets For The Incarcerated.” (TheOutline.com)
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JPAY PREYS ON PASSIVE KNEE-GROWS Continued from Page
is also why JPay hired registered lobbyists to go to Washington and lavish
slave owners with gifts.12
Slaves in times past couldn’t control
matters impacting their livelihood
just as modern day slaves (prisoners)
can’t control matters now. Prisoner
consumers are not allowed to view
or negotiate contract terms. Prisoners do not have internet access or the
right to make FOIA requests to even
view the finalized contract. Neither
do JPay and slave owners advise prisoners about contract terms. Instead,
prisoners are given an “As Is” adhesion contract that must be agreed to
if the prisoner wishes to use even the
most basic forms of technology.
3. JPAY PREYS ON PASSIVE
KNEE-GROWS
JPay gives financial kickbacks to
slave owners which are classified as
“commissions.”13 MDOC then creates
policies to chase slaves into the arms
of JPay just as snarling dogs chased
slaves up trees in times past. MDOC
applies pressure to every area of the
slave’s life where JPay has a product
or service to offer.
In 2017, MDOC created a mail policy
restricting prisoners from receiving
mail with ink colors other than blue or
black, photos, miscellaneous greeting
cards, and even the envelope which
bears the postmark and sender’s ad-

dress.14 This often results in prisoners
missing mail, receiving it extremely
late, or receiving other prisoners’ mail
which they have no way of returning
to its rightful owner.
One prisoner locked up for 30+ years
received a notarized affidavit from
someone confessing to the prisoner’s
crime. But the address wasn’t given to
him, and the witness died before the
prisoner could locate him and have
his testimony sworn to in a court of
law.15 Another prisoner, who hadn’t
heard from his loved ones in 20+
years, never received their unexpected letter which had multiple addresses and facebook passwords of loved
ones. His loved ones felt forced to
open JPay accounts and they haven’t
sent him postal mail since.16
Prisoners don’t want to be barred
from ALL technology, nor do prisoners want to be victimized by predatory
MDOC/JPAY pitfalls. Thus, prisoners
are forced to enter a lopsided contract
with JPay and agree that: (1) JPay can
revise the contract, and the prisoners
initial agreement blindly extends to
future revisions, (2) JPay tablet functions such as mail, games, and music
might not work, (3) Prisoners cannot
file a lawsuit against JPay but must arbitrate through a Florida court which
charges a minimum of $200.17
In 2018, TCF prisoners in 2 units of

96 men each were surveyed. 45% of
the prisoners in one unit had problems with their tablet, and 85% of
their problems went unresolved. 37%
of the prisoners in the other unit had
problems with their tablet, and 90%
of their problems went unresolved.
Problems include but are not limited
to: tablet freezes; battery won’t take
a full charge, swells up, or depletes
quickly; music and games are distorted; tablet won’t sync to kiosk and
prisoners can’t access games and music paid for, or view mail on the tablet;
and personal mail and pictures transfer to other prisoner tablets.18
JPay responds politely to prisoner trouble tickets but the replies are
evasive. They provide a tablet-reboot
sequence but it doesn’t work because
JPay misstates the accurate sequence.
When prisoners advise them their
tablet still doesn’t work, JPay agrees
to “erase everything” but if it doesn’t
work, the tablet will be finished. One
prisoner wrote JPay and explained
the power sequence to activate the reboot is volume down, not volume up.19
But JPay still offers the faulty volume
up sequence, knowing that it cannot
work.
Most would suspect MDOC would not
allow JPay to financially rape prisoners. Their contract even states that
JPay must have the kiosk working
within 48 hours when it breaks or

12    Daniel Wagner (Sept 30, 2014) “Meet The Prison Banks Who Profit From Inmates….” (https://time.com/3446372/criminal-justice-prisoner-profit/).
13    Katie Rose Quandnt (Feb 9, 2008) “Lawsuit Reveals How Tech Companies Profit Off The Prison-Industrial Complex” (www.ThinkProgress.org) which says “many states award contracts to companies that offer the greatest kickbacks, known as commissions [and] Securus
paid $1.3 Billion in commissions between 2004 and 2014.”
14    MDOC Policy Directive $PD.05.03.118 Prisoner Mail.
15    Mack Tiggart received a notarized affidavit in March 2018.
16    Randal LeFevre never received the postal mail sent April 12, 2019.
17    JPay & Prisoner Terms Of Service Contract. Note that prisoners are not allowed to download a copy of the agreement or even have it
transferred to their tablet.
18    Horror stories in this area are limitless. Samuel A. Moore III had $80 worth of games that he hasn’t been able to access since March
2019; Hector Santiago went through 3 static filled tablets and they did not honor their warranty; Michael Green had all of his personal
info and family photos transferred onto another prisoner’s tablet and then forever erased.
19    Randal LeFevre wrote the proper sequence at trouble ticket 0262726 and 0290821. JPay didn’t thank him, or implement the right
sequence but continues to issue the faulty sequence, and encourage prisoners to agree to “erasing” their player at their own peril.
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JPAY PREYS ON PASSIVE KNEE-GROWS Continued from Page 5
JPay is fined $500 per day.20 But for
3 weeks a TCF kiosk was broken, and
when a prisoner wrote a grievance,
TCF told him to contact JPay because
it was JPay’s problem.21 Thus, a prisoner slave cannot enforce contract
violations between JPay and MDOC.
4. UNMASKING THE REAL
JPAY
JPay is a subsidiary of Securus Tech,
which was bought for $1.5 billion by
Platinum Equity—a firm owned by
Detroit Pistons billionaire owner, Tom
Gores. Securus Tech is popular for
tracking cell phones without a warrant, recording prisoner phone calls,
and for making these recordings
available to both law enforcement and
prosecutors.22
MAPS, an abolitionist organization,
told their readers in “The Opening
Statement” newsletter they would
not be communicating with prisoners
through JPay.23 Perhaps MAPS has already unmasked the real JPay and understand that JPay’s primary concern
is security just like Securus Tech, and
that JPay’s security is used to prey
upon those locked up, not to protect
them.
In 2014, someone breached Securus
and obtained New England Patriot’s
Aaron Hernandez’s phone recordings
while he awaited a murder trial. Both
Securus and law enforcement realized
a crime had occurred concerning Mr.
Hernandez’s sensitive phone recordings but they still didn’t advise him
or his attorney. Mr. Hernandez found
out through media and had to file a

lawsuit compelling them to turn over
their info.24
By 2012, Securus was processing
more than 1 million calls per day.
During a 2½ year span, 2011 to
2014, 70 million call recordings were
breached. An investigation determined that approximately 14,000 recorded conversations were between
inmates and their attorneys—many
calls which shouldn’t have been recorded in the first place. And these
14,000 calls did not include attorney

cell phones, which would’ve made the
number of attorney-client recorded
calls even higher.25
The figurative JPay-apple doesn’t
fall far from the Securus parent-tree.
In 2015, Valerie Buford posted her
brother’s JPay videogram on facebook and campaigned for his prison
release. Indiana DOC put him in solitary confinement and deducted his
good time. The IDOC claimed they
were protecting JPay’s intellectual

property because the Terms Of Service mandated JPay owned all communication sent via JPay. It wasn’t
until Electronic Frontier Foundation
voiced their disgust and said JPay
was abusing copyright laws, that JPay
removed that clause from their Terms
of Service.26
JPay’s secondary business pitch is
education, and the MDOC/JPay contract says they provide e-books for
99₵. But when e-books are put into
the search engine, less than 30 books

come up, and about 20 of them can’t
even be bought. All e-books cost more
than 99₵, and some cost $19.99+.
Education is clearly not JPay’s concern. After all, if prisoners fill up tablet space with low costing educational
materials, prisoners won’t have tablet
space to buy music which brings JPay
a lot of money.
Some states force prisoners to have
their monies transferred to a JPay debit card upon release which can charge

20    State of Michigan & JPay contract 071B7700058 (@pg 74 of 130 pgs).
21    Johnie-Lee Mayers MDOC Grievance ID$19-04-0185-286, 1st, 2nd, & 3rd St.
22    Joseph Cox (May 18, 2018) “Hacker Breaches Securus, The Company That Helps Cops Track Phones Across The US.” (ViceMotherBoard.com)
23    The Opening Statement Editorial Team (Spring 2019; Issue #9 @pg 4) “Why Not JPay?” (www.MichiganAbolition.org)
24    Aaron Hernandez v. Securus Tech, Case No. 1:16-cv-12402-RGS (SD MA Nov 25, 2016)
25    Jordan Smith & Micah Lee (Nov 11, 2015) “Not So Securus” (The Intercept).
26    Dave Maass (May 8, 2015) “JPay Will No Longer Claim Ownership Over Inmate-Family Correspondence.” (https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2015/05) Electronic Frontier. Retrieved May 11th, 2015.
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JPAY PREYS ON PASSIVE KNEE-GROWS Continued from Page 6
up to 40% of the card’s worth.27 JPay
has a history of freezing up the card
after ex-prisoners use it a few times,
and 67 organizations called for the
FCC to intervene against this illegal
behavior.28 But JPay doesn’t care.
Their only concern is the bottom dollar. They don’t even mind paying fines
of $405,000 for operating illegally in
7 states as of 2014.29
JPay’s ultimate goal is to get filthy
rich off prisoner slaves and their loved
ones. When JPay makes the money,
they invest in more security tech and
expand their monopoly. JPay admits
that the more people who communicate through JPay, the more they will
incriminate themselves. Then JPay
will turn over their archives and have
JPay users locked up. Once they are
behind bars, JPay is sure that they too
will bring them more passive KneeGrows to prey upon and continue the
vicious cycle.

5. PASSIVE KNEE-GROWS CAN
GET OFF THEIR KNEES
If passive Knee-Grows want to denounce their life of ‘growing nowhere’
on their knees, they can do so at once.
All they have to do is question, investigate, or challenge their slave master, or attempt to change the passive
mindset of fellow slaves. They can do
some or all of the below steps and forsake their chains today. As the saying
goes, “It is better to die on your feet,
than to live on your knees.”
(a) Study the MDOC/JPay contract,
the JPay Wikipedia page, and the articles cited therein.2,5
(b) File a complaint with the BBB and
ask that they post your complaint on
their website.30
(c) File a complaint with the CPA,31 and
base it upon MCL 445.903 violations.32

(d) File a complaint with the MDOC
Director,33 Securus Tech,34 the JPay
contractor,35 the State of Michigan
Program Manager, and Contract Administrator36 and identify all laws or
contract terms they are violating.
(e) Document your issues on JPay
trouble tickets, the prisons e-mail
system, and/or in writing.
(f) Study all software tech lawsuits
like JPay & Apple.37
(g) Study all arbitration issues, and
focus on how to have contracts nullified based upon their illegality.
(h) Have your Prisoner Rep request
that JPay be fined when they don’t
adhere to the service terms, and request that your prison verify in writing when JPay has been fined and for
how much.
(i) Contact other organizations and
provide a brief breakdown and ask for
their assistance.
(j) Pass this info onto others and make
up your mind to start investigating,
and questioning, and challenging your
slave masters, as well as attempting to
change the mindset of fellow slaves.

27    German Lopez (Nov 3, 2015) “How Private Bankers Cash In On Released Prisoners”. (https://www.vox.com/explainers/2015/11/3/9661554/prisoner-bank-prepaid-card) Vox Media.
28    See Above Ftn #13- (Katie Rose Quandat) which shows the history of JPay freezing cards & 67 orgs protesting.
29    See Above Ftn #12- (Daniel Wagner) which shows JPay being fined for operating without a license.
30    Better Business Bureau; 4411 Beacon Circle; Suite 4; West Palm Beach, FL 33407.
31    Consumer Protection Division; PO Box 30213; Lansing, MI 48909; request a complaint form.
32    MCL 445.903 unfair, unconscionable, or deceptive methods, acts, or practices in conduct of trade or commerce; rules; applicability
of subsection (1)(hh).
33    MDOC Director, Heidi Washington, PO Box 30003, Lansing, MI 48909.
34    Securus Tech; c/o Lonnie Golden; 4000 International Parkway; Carrollton, TX 75007; ph.972-277-0631; www.SecurusTech.net
35    JPay Contractor, Jessica Lust; 12864 Biscayne Blvd; Suite 243; Miami, FL 33181; c/o Jessica Lust; 954-862-6921; JLust@Jpay.com.
36    State of Michigan, Dept of Technology, Management, and Budget; PO Box 30026; Lansing, MI 48909; Program Manager Kevin Weissenborn, 517-373-9550, weissenbornk@michigan.gov; or Contract Administrator Brandon Samuel, 517-284-7025, Sameulb@michigan.
gov
37    Salim v. JPay Inc, Civ Action No. 4:18-cv-00730 (USDC, E.D. Texas, 2019); and Apple Inc v. Pepper, 2019 U.S. Lexis 3397; In Re Apple 347
F.Supp.3d. 434.
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DEMOCRACY AND DICTATORSHIP:
THE CHILEAN CARCERAL STATE AND
ABOLITIONIST RESISTANCES
Rustbelt Abolition Radio
This piece is an excerpted interview with Patricio Azócar Donoso conducted by Rustbelt Abolition Radio (RAR). It is the first part of a project
in conjunction with Vitrina Dystópica, a collective based in the territory
today known as “Chile” that covers anti-prison struggles there.

The current context of social control in Latin America is
obviously organized through the various processes undertaken by the dictatorships in the continent. And the
context of the dictatorships in Latin America is a sort of
symptom of a certain politics of secular state modernization of colonization. As such, we cannot comprehend
these processes if it is not through an effective analysis of
the persecution and assasination of indigenous and mestizo groups that was undertaken in the first years of the
modern Latin American nation-state. That is, the hunting
down, in one way or another, of these alliances between
mestizos and impoverished indigeneous people.
As such, the systems of control that we can actually still
identify throughout Latin America are still penetrated by
the dictatorships in so far as these are an expression of a
politics of extermination of the poor, of those racialized, as
well as the poor, let’s say, socially classified as such -- the
peasants, the indigeneous and that which at some point
could have been called the proletariat. Therefore, it is a
mixed system of hunt, of cacería, that is socially organized
against the impoverished.
Today, this transitional system, this financial corporate
neoliberal system that was put together by the various elements of the progressive left since the 1990’s ... what this
precisely came to administer was the destruction of the alliances between those impoverished that tried to imagine
a different form of enduring, let’s say, the capitalist misery
they faced. In this sense, what was persecuted during the
dictatorships, and what they ended up exterminating, was,
before the proletariat, were the political alliances that
were organized within it. It is here that a myth of democratic reorganization is put forth through which these impoverished masses no longer occupy a position of being
the “social enemies” and are rather posed with a supposed
“alternative” capitalization of their misery.
In this sense, today we are not speaking of extermination
of or a declaration of war against the poor, but rather a
kind of model that is prepared to incorporate the poor to
the capitalist model. What we find in the 1990’s and up until our present, is what I call an enterprise of incardination
that is, a kind of ensemble between state and private machines that, at a micropolitical level, insert themselves in
the impoverished neighborhoods and in the impoverished

DEMOCRACIA Y DICTADURA: EL
ESTADO CARCELARIO CHILENO
Y RESISTENCIAS ABOLICIONISTAS
Rustbelt Abolition Radio
Acá publicamos parte de una entrevista de Patricio Azócar Donoso
por Rustbelt Abolition Radio (RAR). Esto es una primera parte de un
proyecto en conjunto entre RAR y Vitrina Dystópica, un colectivo que
opera en el territorio hoy conocido como “Chile” y que difunde las
luchas anti-carcelarias llevadas a cabo en tal lugar.

El contexto de control social actual en Latinoamérica
obviamente que está organizado sobre el proceso de las
dictaduras a nivel Latinoamericano. Y el contexto de las
dictaduras Latinoamericano es una especie de síntoma de
una política de modernización estatal y secular de la colonización. Por lo tanto, no se puede comprender sino es
por medio de un análisis efectivo de lo que fue la persecución y el asesinato de principalmente grupos mestizos e
indígenas durante lo que fueron los primeros años de construcción del estado nación Latinoamericano moderno.
La cacería, de alguna u otra forma, de las alianzas entre
mestizos e indígenas empobrecidos.
Por lo tanto, el sistema de control que actualmente todavía
podemos seguir identificando en toda latinoamérica está
atravesado por las dictaduras, en cuánto estás son una expresión de una política de exterminio contra pobres, racializados, y pobres –digamos– socialmente clasificados
como tales: el campesino, el indígena y lo que pudo haber
sido en algún momento el proletario. Por lo tanto, es un
sistema mixto de cacería socialmente organizada contra
empobrecidos.
Actualmente, el sistema de transición financiero neoliberal corporativo, organizado por las izquierdas progresistas desde los 90s en adelante, aquello que administró
fue justamente la destrucción de las alianzas entre empobrecidos que trataron de imaginar una forma distinta
de poder sobrellevar –digamos- la miseria capitalista. En
este sentido, lo que se persiguió durante la dictadura y lo
que se exterminó, antes que proletarios, antes que indígenas, como tales, entonces, fueron las alianzas políticas
que se organizaron entre ellas. Esta viene a conformar
un mito de reorganización democrática en el que a esas
masas empobrecidas se les trata de sacar la condición de
enemigo social y plantearle más bien una alternativa de
capitalización de su miseria.
En ese sentido entonces, no hablamos del exterminio o de
la guerra declarada contra los pobres sino de un modelo
preparado para poder incorporar a los pobres al modelo
capitalista. Lo que nos encontramos durante lo que es el
90 hasta la actualidad, yo le llamo una empresa de incardinación, o sea un ensamble entre maquinarias estatales
y privadas que, a nivel micropolítico, se insertan en los
barrios empobrecidos y en los territorios empobrecidos
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territories to create certain opportunities for these people
to capitalize on their misery.

para generar ciertas oportunidades para que estas personas puedan capitalizar su miseria.

Today, everything is capitalized. The upper classes capitalize themselves, and the lower classes capitalize themselves in so far as these subjects can become their own
entrepreneurs either through their own capitalist projects
or through a capitalist form of life. In this sense, what
is attempted to be permanently administered is a kind
of mode or norm of capitalization of misery and, in this
case, you begin to persecute and incarcerate those who
are a bit more marginalized in relation to the productive
norm. Following this line, punitivism becomes a way to
articulate the various discourses of political reorganization throughout Latin America. One cannot understand, in
Latin America specifically, the neoliberal democratic system but through its mode of incorporation -- at the micro
level, in a scale of these various territories, and the level
of everyday forms of punitivism.

Ahora, todo se capitaliza. Se capitalizan las clases altas,
se capitalizan las clases bajas en función de esta capacidad de estos sujetos de poder emprender un proyecto capitalista o una forma de vida capitalista. En este sentido lo
que permanentemente se trata de administrar es un modo
o una norma de capitalización de la miseria y, en ese caso,
se empiezan a perseguir y encarcelar los modos de capitalización de la miseria que estaban un poquito más marginales frente a la norma productiva. Siguiendo lo anterior, el punitivismo pasa a ser el articulador de los discursos
de reorganización política a nivel latinoamericano. No se
puede entender en Latinoamérica en este caso, entonces,
el sistema neoliberal democrático sino es por medio de la
incorporación a nivel micro, a nivel escala más territorial,
más de las vidas cotidianas del punitivismo.

That is, punitivism is the key mode of social reorganization in the wake of the dictatorships. As such, the contemporary context -- since the 1990s’ until today -- is one of a
deepening financialization of life which comes through as
a deepening corporate punitivism. In that sense, the articulation between the public and the private, the indistinction between the public and the private, emerges through
a corporate state that is sustained through punitivism as
such.
In this case, then, what am I referring to concretely? That
there is a certain shift between what was determined to be
the external enemies against which the state fought against
during the dictatorships -- mostly political enemies, marxists, etc. -- this enemy then shifts to be read as an enemy
that is within societies as a conglomerate of classes that
cannot incorporate themselves within the financial system
through regular means. If these cannot incorporate themselves to the financial system through regular means they
can only incorporate themselves through irregular means.
And in this sense, those who remain outside this regular
form of incorporation are mostly flexible workers who were
not proletarianized, that is, a gigantic mass of state workers
that were, let’s say, pushed off the usual conditions of social
safety and become a class of floating population of workers
in really precarious conditions. Migrants, for example, who
in relation to the democratic processes of reorganization in
the wake of each one of the Latin American dictatorships
began to fluctuate, that is, to flow and circulate through
the continent, attempting to find a kind of social model
that they can incorporate themselves into. Therefore, the
second kind of these “groups” would be that of migrants.
Thirdly, we have children and women.

O sea, el punitivismo es la clave de reorganización social después de las dictaduras. Por lo tanto, el contexto
contemporáneo desde el 90 hasta la actualidad, de profundización del sistema financiero se da solamente en
función de profundizar un punitivismo corporativo. Y en
ese sentido, la articulación de lo público y lo privado, la
indistinción entre lo público y lo privado en el devenir de
un estado empresa sostenido en el punitivismo como tal.
Y en ese caso, entonces, ¿a qué me refiero en términos
más concretos?, de qué se determina que los enemigos externos contra los cuales se luchó durante las dictaduras,
que eran principalmente los enemigos políticos, marxistas
etcetéra, pasan a mirarse a nivel interior dentro de la sociedades por medio de todas esas clases que no se pueden
incorporar al sistema financiero de manera regular. Si no
que se pueden incorporar al sistema financiero solamente
de forma irregular. Y para ello entonces, quiénes quedan
en este ámbito son principalmente trabajadores flexibles
que fueron imposibilitados de proletarizarse, una masa gigantesca de trabajadores estatales que fueron, digamos,
expulsados de la condición de garantía social y quedaron
dando vuelta como masa flotante de trabajadores precarios. Migrantes, que dentro del proceso de reorganización
de las democracias latinoamericanas posterior a cada una
de las dictaduras empieza a fluctuar, a fluir o a circular
por el continente, tratando de buscar un modelo social en
el cual incorporarse. Por lo tanto, segundo grupo sería lo
migrante. Y en tercer lugar son las infancias y las mujeres.
Ahora, cuál es el vector transversal que una cada uno estos grupos: justamente el de clase. El de ser cuerpos que
no han podido normarse de acuerdo al principio de acumulación y de autofinanciación o auto capitalización de
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Now, what cuts through each one of these groups is precisely that of class. That is, of being bodies that cannot be
normed according to the principles of accumulation and
self-financialization or self-capitalization of their misery.
These would be the main groups. And during the 1990’s
until today, we see a strengthening of the carceral system
and the persecution system also of migrants and children
that function with such a normalizing logic.

su miseria. Esos serías los principales grupos. Y Durante
los 90s hasta la actualidad veamos fortalecerse el sistema
carcelario y el sistema de persecución también de las migraciones y de la niñez en función de esa misma norma.

Therefore we have in the 90’s a sort of new discussion,
for now, in the Chilean context, around migrations, that at
least in Chile the existing migration system is still dictated
by laws instituted during the dictatorship. The law is that
of “persecution of external enemies” or “against the threat
of an external enemy,” which is the national security law,
and it’s still valid today. At the same time, though, we have
the articulation of a discourse of “free circulation” of people. Therefore, we have a sort of bicephalic or bifid system, that is, with two heads, that articulates, once again,
punitivism and capitalization. It is only this way that we
can understand this Latin American monster.
Secondly, we also have this law against childhood. In 1989,
in Chile, the agreement on the protection of the rights of
children is signed into law, but the only law that exists
during the entire process of the democratic transition
that is operative to strengthen the protection of children
is “The Law of Adolescent Penal Responsibility.” Therefore, again, we have an instance in which, discursively, the
rights of children are protected but only in so far as they
can be translated through a kind of penal-punitive lens.

Por lo tanto tenemos en el 90 una discusión joven, hasta
ahora, por lo menos en el contexto chileno, con respecto a las migraciones que, en Chile por lo menos, todavía
el sistema vigente de migraciones está organizado en
función de una ley de dictadura.1974: ley de persecución
contra el enemigo externo o contra la amenaza del enemigo externo, qué es la ley de seguridad nacional, sigue
vigente hasta la actualidad funcionando, al mismo tiempo,
que se articula un discurso de libre circulación de poblaciones. Por lo tanto, tenemos un sistema bicéfalo o bífido,
con dos cabezas, que articula nuevamente punitivismo y
capitalización. Solamente así se puede entender este monstruo latinoamericano.
En segundo lugar, entonces, tenemos también la ley contra la niñez. En Chile en el ’89 se firma el convenio de protección de los derechos del niño pero la única ley que existe durante todo lo que en la transición democrática para
fortalecer las garantías de protección a la niñez es: La Ley
de Responsabilidad Penal Adolescente. Por lo tanto, nuevamente, discursivamente, se protegen los derechos de la
niñez pero los derechos solamente son traducidos por medio de un lente penal punitivo.

In relation to the more impoverished classes, then, we
have a system of incorporation to the system of democratic capitalization via debt mechanisms. These populations
as well as all those others who have no “social credit” are
the ones that end up incarcerated and persecuted. Therefore, once again we see that

En el campo entonces de las clases más empobrecidas
se oferta un sistema de incorporación por medio del endeudamiento al sistema de capitalización democrático, y
todas aquellas poblaciones que quedar sin crédito social:
son las que son encarceladas y las que son perseguidas
socialmente. Por lo tanto, nuevamente vemos sobre los
pobres que no pueden rentabilizar su propia miseria y
entonces ser legitimados socialmente –O sea no pueden
adquirir crédito social– son encarcelados.

So we have these three articulations that now are going
to be deployed on the bodies of women, and we see this
for example with the latest penal reforms that we have
been analyzing which have to do with the annulment of
probation-parole. It is here that the reform becomes quite
important, in relation to the kind of threats to the social
order, drug trafficking, and in this case specifically, “micro” drug trafficking. Socially speaking, who are the subjects that are most exposed to drug trafficking? Women.
Why? Because they are part of a reproductive sphere the
system at the micro level -- in the impoverished barrios
and in the territories. The force that fell on the men that
were locked up due to the beefing up of the penal system
during the 1990’s and 2000’s now falls on the women who

Tenemos tres articulaciones que ahora van a poner sobre
el campo de las mujeres, su nuevo objetivo, y lo vemos
en la última reforma penal que la que hemos venido nosotros trabajando que tiene que ver con la anulación de
las libertades condicionales donde adquiere principal protagonismo, dentro del campo de amenaza social, el tráfico
de droga y, en este caso, específicamente, el microtráfico.
Y socialmente, quiénes son los sujetos más expuestos al
tráfico de drogas? Las mujeres. ¿Por qué? Porque están
dentro del campo de la reproducción de un sistema a nivel
más micro, en los barrios y en los territorios, empobrecido. Los hombres que estaban presos por el fortalecimiento
del sistema penal durante los 90 y los 2000 ahora recae
sobre las mujeres que habían quedado en su casa tratando
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stayed home trying to provide for the children of those
incarcerated.

de sostener a los hijos de los presos.

We have now a system that, in one way or another, totalizes and deploys the punitive and corporative apparatus
onto new internal enemies -- migrants, children and women.
The context that we are now analyzing -- the annulment of
parole specifically in Chile -- is quite novel, in some ways,
because during 2019, this same year, is when it goes into
effect and begins to legislate over the right to being put
on parole. Historically, prisoners have been able to opt
for or against parole, that is, by
doing half of your sentence, and
today this is being restricted and
has been reduced to two-thirds of
the sentence.
Therefore, we have populations
that, those that are currently incarcerated and have been
sentenced, they will have to - if
they now want to request being
paroled- they will have to wait
a lot longer in prison than what
they were previously told when
they were imprisoned. This is
another vector in the increase
in the number of years needed
for parole-- they are being implemented retroactively. And, in
this case, reducing the number of
parolees is related to a context of
social insecurity which has come
to reorganize the various discursive articulations of the far right
and coexists with a context that,
for twenty years now, has been
administered by neoliberal progressives.
Therefore, there is once again a
re-emergence of the conditions
of political and social persecution
against the impoverished classes -- through a twenty-year long
campaign sustained by the work of progressives within the
most impoverished neighborhoods in which those within these
territories are told that they have the capacity to incorporate
themselves to the system, while at the same time these conditions of incorporation are completely socially and structurally
prohibited.

Entonces ya tenemos un sistema que, de alguna manera,
totaliza el engranaje punitivo corporativo sobre nuevos
enemigos internos que, en este caso, evidentemente son
los migrantes, la niñez y las mujeres.
Ahora el contexto que estamos analizando de anulación
de las libertades condicionales es específicamente en
Chile uno de los más nuevos, de alguna manera, porque es
durante el 2019, el año que está vigente, que se empieza
recién a legislar sobre la reducción del derecho a la libertad condicional. Históricamente los presos y las presas
habían podido optar a su derecho
de la libertad condicional; cumpliendo la mitad de la condena y,
actualmente, es eso se restringió,
y se disminuyó a los dos tercios.
Por lo tanto, tenemos poblaciones que, estando encarceladas
actualmente, y con una condena
efectiva, van a tener que, para
postular a su derecho a libertad
condicional pasar mucho más
tiempo en la prisión del que les
informaron que tenían que cumplir cuando fueron apresados.
Porque ese es el otro vector de
la reducción de las libertades
condicionales: que se dan de
manera retroactiva. Y, en este
caso, la reducción de las libertades condicionales hace caso a
un contexto de inseguridad social que viene a reorganizar los
discursos de ultraderecha en un
contexto que, durante 20 años,
fue administrado por el progresismo neoliberal.
Por lo tanto, se vuelve a generar
y a sostener las condiciones de
persecución política y de persecución social contra las clases
empobrecidas, por medio de una campaña de 20 años de
trabajo progresista en los barrios más empobrecidos en
los que: a los pobres se les señala que tiene las capacidades de poder incorporarse al sistema, cuando justamente esas condiciones son completamente y socialmente
y estructuralmente impedidas.
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SPEAKING TO THE WALLS
Tracy Leigh
Encapsulated within your mechanical grip
you stand erect intimidating all
		
in the vicinity. My simple
request to move on makes you shutter,
clank then jerk in response to
		
multiple fingertip commands,
never a word. At times they confuse you
and with rebellious overload
		
you revolt obedience for
anyone, not just me. Walls that open and
close, randomly and repetitiously
		
without explanation, often
no prompt, your purpose irreplaceable.
Insufficient host your place
		
files to capacity, yet
multitudes continually come. Introverts,
extroverts alike either dread or
		
relax into your asylum. You
hold secretes often pondered in confidence.
Lock and key doesn’t stop the mind
		
that knows where it wants
to be. Broken monotony released or unseen
graffiti murals absorbed by
		
concrete comportment. Cracks
darkened by red-lettered grime. muffled gossip.com
I know why caged birds sing. Songs
		
to the tune of a freedom march
with hope stretched lungs that chirp more freely
“Nipped Feather Blues.” Your fingertips
		
pronounce silent pictures.
Word cavancy a defense presentation, story
told volume off. Like seemingly
		
unanswered prayers you

RECIDIVISM: AN ANALOGY
Reco Simmons
I am 27 years old and at the bottom of where I come from,
we are forced to sell drugs, rob, or scheme just to eat and
earn our wages. I did it all because I come from a family
that was starving. Sometimes when I sit and think about
prison, politics, the system of selling crack out of a crackhouse seem to always make an appearance in my mind. At
first I couldn’t understand why I made the association, but
then it hit me:
If you look carefully, you can see the comparison of a
crackhouse and the prison system. In a crackhouse the
consumer gets hooked the first time they take a hit. They
come back for more and more because they are subconsciously and consciously addicted. Being an addict for
so long, a person becomes drug dependent and can’t—or
should I say “won’t”—stop. In some cases those drugs begin to alter their reality, which becomes a repeating cycle,
like the judicial system. The judicial system does it different, the same methods figuratively, but a different strategy—a legal one. Our 13th amendment, section 1 basically
(in my words) states that we are legal slaves once we’re
incarcerated. When we are locked down, stigmatized, and
medicated to sedate our minds, some of us become domesticated to the ways of the prison lifestyle (an addict).
And upon being released into society without the proper
preparations, some feel out of place, which leads them to
commit a crime just to come back.
In a way, they’re addicted to confinement and slavery
(Stockholm Syndrome). Think about this: Take a dog and
put that dog in a cage for 20 years, feeding it and putting gun powder in its food, thinking it will help it mentally. One day, you decide to let it out, that dog is going to
come out demented and sooner or later, it’s going to attack
someone. In the prison system, the prison is the drug. And
the consumer in a crackhouse, his mind is the prison.

hit the wall and fall mute, rock with that
receptor’s blank stare structure. The
		
tongue’s cavity waging war,
incoherent ramblings at warped speed,
fragmented thoughts virtually
		
stuck to brick palisades.
Your false security lays in sheltered crevices
buried under the dust of a severely
		
unattended drywall cough.
		
		
Time To Dust!
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MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING Rolando X
Today was a day of experience and
reflection. I was scheduled to get an
MRI done on my shoulder from a previous injury that occurred over two
years ago. After repeatedly being denied and misdiagnosed by MDOC’s
professional “spin artists,” I finally
got approved.
I been on several different medical
transports but today this one was different. This one was different because
it was my wife’s birth anniversary,
July 22, and I wondered what she was
doing as I was miles away on a highway shackled in the back of a transport van.
As we drove, my eyes and head kept
switching back and forth trying to
take everything in from the journey. I
even noticed a license plate fall off a
boat being pulled by a truck I silently
said, “Hey you just lost your license
plate,” as the plate tumbled displaying its letters and numbers. I watched
all the cars just move right along, disconnected with no worry in the world
about someone else. No honking, no
flashing of the headlights or anything.

ficers pull in a Taco Bell and get an order of food. This was for the passenger, and the driver decided to go to a
Hong Kong restaurant nearby. I never
seen this before; usually they both get
food from the same place, but this
time it was different. Now throughout
my years of incarceration I witness
many of correctional officers eat food
that many of incarcerated men and
women are deprived of, but this time
it was torturous. The smell was brutal, I was so hungry in the back on this
transportation van and I tried to escape it by closing my eyes and this began to have my mind racing. I began
to think about how my ancestors felt
shackled on that ship named “Jesus”
as they travelled across the Atlantic
to these western shores of America.
Although, this was nothing compared
to the brutal torturous events, but
being deprived gave me an emotional feeling of rejection, hopelessness,
and emptiness as I watched them eat
their food.

I thought on how disconnected and
detached we have become as a human
body in this country.

My emotions were everywhere, but
I tried to ignore my most intimate
thoughts at this moment. I suppressed
them by drifting off, observing some
Marquette residents walk in and out
of this food supermarket.

However, as the journey continued I
found myself smiling when I seen kids
playing next to the beautiful shoreline
waters of Lake Michigan. I smiled
when I seen a mother eating next to a
fast food restaurant on a concrete cinder block. I visualized me doing the
same with my grandchildren someday
soon. That scene brought back memories when my single mother would
take me and my little sister out to eat.
My heart fluttered in a sentiment of
my human existence despite my current reality of incarceration.

Thirty minutes later we arrived at the
hospital. I stepped out of the transportation van into the 90 degree hot
sunny weather. Each moment was a
reminder of my status and condition.
I casually walked behind one officer
while the other one was beside me.
Walking down the corridor of the hospital was agony because each step the
shackles rubbed against my Achilles’
heels. After a 4 minute walk we finally got to the check-in office. This was
the longest walk I ever walked with
shackles on in a building.

I been incarcerated for two decades
and marching on my third decade. Today this was different from all my other travels throughout the years. Today
I experienced these transportation of-

As we got to the desk to be checked
in, I stood there awaiting what was
next. A middle-aged female receptionist began questioning me, asking
for my name, date of birth, and social

security number. I rippled everything
off as if I hadn’t never missed a beat
deprived of freedom for over two decades. She then instructed me to fill
out a form while handing me the clip
board with a pen in the other hand,
handing it to me and reassuring me
that everything was okay with a smile.
I then was escorted to a room and
told to change into a gown. I waited
wearing a hospital gown on, leg iron
shackles on and belly chain hand cuffs
on for 3 hours, awaiting my turn.
As I waited, the officers would briefly
nod off and then wake up playing with
their phones. A nurse came in and
told the officers it would be twenty
minutes more. The officer responded, “Sure, take your time, we’re not
in a rush.” I said to him, “Yeah you’re
speaking for yourself.” He responded,
“What you got somewhere to be?” and
I responded, “Yes, I gotta call my wife
for her birthday.” Being incarcerated,
I am not offered the luxury to call my
loved ones anytime I want and I have
to call on set schedule times set forth
by the administration.
This correctional officer looked at me
a little different when I told him I was
married as this interfered with his
biased perception of an incarcerated
man.
Then as we sat, some other transportation officers came in and they
chit-chatted with the transportation
officers who brought me. They casually discussed having to take a prisoner going to trial from a lawsuit filed
against an administration at some
correctional facility. They stated their
discriminatory opinions about the
attorney general and the judge, stating that they are forgetting that these
guys are “prisoners.” In that moment I
felt like the Spook that sat by the door,
receiving the intel. In that moment I
was an insect in the chair shackled
and belly chained.
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In that moment I felt that unknown
petitioner’s plight against abusive
conduct.

as if I was crazy but I shared with her
that I have done 315 lbs before and I
had a bad spotter and she laughed.

I briefly reflected why I was at Alger Correctional Facility because I
was set up by a correctional officer at
URF, because I was challenging their
abusive behavior. Now I am subjected to convince a parole board I was
not guilty of possessing a weapon in
my living area. I sat there quiet, shaking my head, eternally desiring to be
freed from such dehumanizing conditions.

Another one asked me what type of
music did I want to listen to during
my procedure. I was confused and
didn’t know if she was serious or joking with me, being that I had never
experiences this type of procedure.
After she further explained about the
procedure, I chose R&B and after I
got set up and was instructed on the
forthcoming events: I was pulled into
a cylinder chamber. The music came
on, it was Tyrese: “How You Gonna
Act Like That.”

Finally I was escorted to get my MRI
done on my left shoulder. The nurse
asked me how I hurt my shoulder
and I told her I hurt it doing shoulder
presses with 295 lbs. She looks at me

Tears began streaming down the corners of my eyes as I listened to the
song and heard the vibrational sound

the machine gave off. At that moment
I thought how my mother was afraid
of this procedure when she had to do
this when she found out she had cancer. In this moment I felt my departed
mother who took her last breath on
9/28/13 at 5:05 AM.
After the procedure was done and I
began my walk back to the transportation van, I silently said, these are all
the reminders to never subject myself
to this type of experiences. I began
to thank myself, for not wasting this
incarceration stay by not using every
moment as part of my rehabilitation
process being the best man I can be
today, and in my future.

INTERESTED IN MORE
WRITINGS ON A SPECIFIC
TOPIC?

WHAT IS THE MICHIGAN LIFERS REPORT
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an end to prisons, capitalism, and all other forms of domination and hierarchy.
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psychological and general public perception on our criminal justice system.
It will seek to allay public prejudice about lifers and long-term offenders
by providing informed, researched, and authentic data. To subscribe, send
a letter including name, mdoc number, facility, address, city, state and zip.
Rates: Prisoners: $10 yearly, Civilians: $15 yearly, Family: $25 yearly, Supporters: $50 yearly, and Life Membership: $100

Topics include: Anarchism/Antiauthoritariansim, opposing fascism, Antiracism,
Decolonial and Indigenous Struggles,
Prisons, DIY, Health and More! Write us
to get a copy of their new and expanded
2019 Literature List & Resource Guide.

Send payment by check or money order made payable to the Michigan Lifers Association, Inc. at:
Michigan Lifers Association, Inc.
4416 Second Ave. Ste 211
Detroit, MI 48201-1641

Note: Indigent request must be accompanied with official statement from
the business/inmate accounting office for account status.
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BEND THE BARS REPORTBACK & EVENTS The Opening Statement Editorial Team
Bend The Bars
MAPS hosted an abolitionist conference,
Bend The Bars, a month ago. Folks from
all over the Midwest and east coast came
to Lansing to share presentations and
have facilitated discussions about media/-making, tactics of support, broad
strategies, and reflections on our efforts
to build outside networks of solidarity.
We heard from currently incarcerated
folks from Michigan and Indiana, formerly incarcerated folks from all over, and
many other dedicated abolitionists. Two
panels we wanted to highlight included:
One panel was centered around the fight
against child immigrant detention. Folks
from Chicago presented a former employee’s testimony about the sobering realities of working for a non-profit called
Heartland, and the daily hardships and
abuse immigrant children face during the
“reunification process.” Through their
campaign, this group has helped to close
four of the twelve facilities in Chicago
metro, but the struggle pushes on!

Another session brought together two
activists to lead off a conversation about
“no new jails” campaigns and organizing
across movements and struggles. One
was a member of the group Fight Toxic
Prisons (FTP), who talked about their efforts to link abolitionist organizing to the
environmental movement and discussed
their recent—and successful!—campaign
against the construction of a new federal prison in Letcher County, Kentucky.
The other used a specific case in Ohio to
show how certain critiques of incarceration have been exploited to promote new,
more “humane” jails—for example, jails
that are accessible for folks with disabilities or have services for folks with mental
illness—rather than reducing the net of
incarceration.
We were thrilled to bring together so
many people to build relationships and
further strategize. We heard from a few
incarcerated folks from Michigan and Indiana, but we’d love to hear more from
y’all about these ideas and how to move
forward and what you’d like to see/talk
about/hear reportbacks from a future
conference like this.

Events
We’ve started hosting The Opening Statement release parties around the state for
each published issue! We’re hoping to
share these writings with as wide of an
audience as possible, both inside and outside. This is part of our strategy to build a
wider outside support base. We’re really
excited to have our chilean friend Patricio, author of the Democracy and Dictatorship article, speak at our upcoming
release party in Ann Arbor.

Delays
We’ve gotten word that there are delays
and lack of notifications if newsletters
aren’t getting through, so we started inlcuding the mailing date on the newsletter. We’re also still including the legal
disclosure to the mailroom that we’ve
put on previous issues, but it’s a separate
half sheet now, so we’re not sure if you’ll
receive it. Please let us know if you’re
not receiving mail rejection notices or if
you’re experiencing excessive delays receiving the newsletter. As always, thanks
for subscribing and writing and reading.
We’re so grateful to work on this project
with y’all!

BEND THE BARS 2019 Whyse
I had the great pleasure, as a political
prisoner recently returned to society, to
attend a collaborative event hosted by the
Michigan-based liberation group known
as MAPS.
The event hosted insightful, hardcore
abolitionist speakers from across the
Midwest and beyond, fighting on some of
the many fronts we face. Liat Ben-Moshe
spoke powerfully and wittily about the
relationship between incarceration and
disability—not only the problems facing
disabled prisoners today, but more importantly what we can learn from past
and present abolitionist movements to
end institutional confinement of people
whose bodies or minds don’t fit the conventional mold. Little Village Solidarity
Network brought three organizers from
the “Chi” who gave a powerful call to rise
up against immigrant detention centers—
child-snatching, abusive, elitist, nationalist, hate mongers who masquerade as
social service do-gooders. They were so
compelling in their call for awareness

and help, and so strong in their efforts
and strategies, it made me want to pick
up and go to Chicago! Then we had Ben
Turk from Milwaukee who spoke about
the national prison strikes along with
an up and coming star in the abolitionist movement, Amani Sawari, who works
closely with Jailhouse Lawyers Speak and
has a nationwide blog concerning many
of these issues. Other topics ranged from
prisoner resistance strategies to building
solidarity with environmental movements
to “End Toxic Prisons.”
There were many great discussions on
the directions and strategies that could,
should, and would be implemented. Many
aspects of carceral society were covered,
from attempts to stop the building of new
jails, to the family members of those incarcerated, to the newest and trending
form of incarceration, “E-carceration.”
During the whole two-day event there
was good home-cooked food, and great
people to converse with.

For me personally, though, just learning that this kind of thing goes on was the
biggest insight. You might say, “Where
have you been living, under a rock?”
and you would be right. Inside we didn’t
know there were actual “freedom fighters” out here fighting the hard fight. I
was amazed at the strength of character, the dedication, the wherewithal, and
the selflessness that was in everyone in
attendance. For those of you who may
read this inside—many of you I know and
some I don’t—reach out, stand up, don’t
talk about it, be about it. There are those
out here who are fighting for you day and
night. Connect, this is your fight. If you
can’t fight, find ways to support. Information is the most sought-after commodity
in the world—supply it.
If I wasn’t already involved, this experience would have thrown me over the
edge. I’ve always felt I was in a war, but
now I feel like I have an army too.
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ANNOUNCING THE 2019 BOOK CLUB: The Fire Next Time by James Baldwin
The Opening Statement is excited to
present the second annual book club.
This year’s book is The Fire Next
Time, a volume of two essays about
race and religion in America by James
Baldwin, written during the era of 60s
segregation and formative in the contemporaneous civil rights movement.
Participants are invited to:
1. Request a FREE copy of the
book! Write to us and let us
know you would like the book
and we will order it for you at
not cost to you.
2. Join the conversation! We
welcome your reflections on
the book and hope to publish
more original response essays
in the summer 2020 issue of
The Opening Statement.
If you want to read the book but are
not sure if you will write a response
essay, please request it anyways!

Readers are under no obligation to
write a response; you are welcome
to simply read the book for your own
learning and enjoyment.
The following are some prompts for
The Fire Next Time, intended to help
readers think through some of the major themes of the book. These questions can also serve to focus written
responses if you find that helpful:

3. What is most startling or surprising
about Baldwin’s depiction of how race
functions as a concept in the United
States? What patterns does he perceive in the history of the way this
concept has operated in the history of
the United States, and does he seem
to offer a way out of these patterns?
How do these patterns continue to
shape the political realities of our
present?

1. What is the relationship between
the two sections of the text? How does
the content of “Down at the Cross”
speak to what Baldwin has to say in
“My Dungeon Shook,” the short letter
to his nephew with which the book
opens?
2. How does Baldwin seem to feel
about the role religious faith might
play in the life of an individual and in
the life of a nation? How can it empower and unite networks of people,
and how might it limit them?

THE OPENING STATEMENT is an abolitionist newsletter driven by the voices and visions of Michigan prisoners, as
well as those on the outside impacted by the prison system.
THE OPENING STATEMENT hopes to foster ongoing discussion against the violence of incarceration.
WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU.
If you would like to contribute to the ongoing discussion, please
send critical essays, reflections on your own experiences, poetry, or artwork to the address below. Feel free to write something
in response to the pieces in this publication. We are particularly
interested in publishing pieces exploring the personal and political impact of imprisonment, as well as envisioning a new world
without the violence of cages, walls, and borders. Please tell us
clearly if you want us to publish your work with your full name,
a pen name, or anonymously. If you submit material for publication, we will automatically add you to our subscription list and
publish your work online unless you clearly ask us not to.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE, please write to the
address below requesting a subscription and you will begin receiving the publication free of charge. Current publication is
quarterly.

HELP SPREAD THE WORD!
Do you know someone who might be interested in this publication? Please share it with them and have them write to us directly. We are not able to add someone to our subscription list
without hearing from them directly.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO UNSUBSCRIBE, please let us
know and we will remove your name immediately. We understand that people may choose to unsubscribe for any number of
legitimate reasons and respect that choice, no questions asked!
CONTACT:
The Opening Statement
c/o MAPS
PO Box 4811
East Lansing, MI 48826

FAMILY AND FRIENDS can find us at
www.michiganabolition.org
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